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Your vote 2018 – make it count Growing
as a group
O
Colleen Sklar, Winnipeg Metropolitan
Region

ctober 24, 2018 is municipal election day in Manitoba.
Across our province, residents
will be able to have their say on who will
lead their community into the future by
choosing their mayor, reeve, councillors
and school board trustees.
For those of you who think sitting out
on municipal elections is no big deal or
assuming they are less important and
impactful than provincial or federal
elections, it’s time to think again.
Mayors, reeves, councillors and trustees are on the front lines when it comes
to providing the day-to-day services you
count on. Services such as fire, police,
sewer and water, parks, social services,
garbage removal, public transit, libraries and community clubs – all have an
incredible impact on citizens’ daily lives.
These are challenging times for local
leadership. Along with quality of life
decisions, they also make decisions
that ensure that the infrastructure that
connects our communities and supports
development is maintained and well
planned. This is done all while grappling
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with the realities of stretched budgets,
shifting demographics, keeping up
with the advances of new and emerging technologies and adapting to new
environmental realities brought on by
climate change.
Many of the decisions that affect our
communities now and in the future
are made at the local level, and these

decisions are made by the majority of
council or board. Working as part of a
team, sharing differing opinions and
coming up with a way forward is perhaps
one of the most important tasks of any
elected council.
We have all seen un-friendly and less
than professional exchanges between
political candidates that are designed
to impede progress and change - tactics
that keep us locked in status quo rather
than move us forward.
So this October, when headed to the
polls ask yourself this: which candidate
has a vision for the future of your community or school? Which candidate can
work as a team - embracing new opportunities? And which candidate can
manage budgets and make investments
to ensure a bright future for your family,
your business and your community.
Our local governments have the ability to both influence change and take
action, however they too, require support of their community. As citizens of
one of the greatest democracies in the
world, voting in a local election is not
only a right and responsibility but an
opportunity to create the change you
wish to see.

Election 2018: who’s running across
the region
RM of Macdonald
Reeve Bradley Erb - ACCLAIMED
RM of East St. Paul
Mayor Shelley Hart – ACCLAIMED
RM of Ritchot
Mayor Chris Ewen – ACCLAIMED
RM of Headingley
Mayor John Mauseth - ACCLAIMED
RM of Cartier
Reeve Dale Fossay – ACCLAIMED
Town of Niverville
Mayor Myron Dyck – ACCLAIMED
Village of Dunnottar
Mayor Rick Gamble – July 2018 Elected
RM of Springfield
Bob Bodnaruk
Tiffany Fell
Vince Bennici
Ken Lucko

City of Winnipeg
Brian Bowman
Jennifer Motkaluk
Doug Wilson
Don Woodstock
Umar Hayat
Tim Diack
Desmond Thomas
Christopher Clacio
Venkat Rao Machiraju
Ed Ackerman
RM of Rosser
Frances Smee
Donald Stratuliak
RM of St. Clements
Debbie Fiebelkorn
Rob Morrissey
Scott Hillhouse
RM of St. Andrews
George Pike
Joy Sul
Ian Tesarski

RM of West St. Paul
Bruce Henley
Cheryl Christian
RM of Rockwood
John Frig
Mark Hidlebaugh
J. Wesley Taplin
RM of Tache
Robert Rivard
Justin Denis Bohémier
City of Selkirk
Larry Johannson
Ian Kathwaroon
Teresa Macumber
Town of Stonewall
Clive Hinds
Sandra Smith
RM of St. Francois Xavier
Dwayne Clark
Rick Van Wyk

Winnipeg Metro Region News Desk

W

hen asked what makes a successful
Manitoba business flourish, CEO
of Peak of the Market Larry McIntosh responded with, “We have a great group
of people that like working together to put all
the different facets of the business together.”
Similar to the need of local leaders of the
Winnipeg Metropolitan
Region working together
with a shared vision toward a common goal,
much of the same can
be said for the family of
employees over at Peak
of the Market. McIntosh
prides himself on the
fact that he has helped
create a very successful
Larry McIntosh.
business model and has
led this thriving organization for over 24 years.
Peak has made supplying Manitobans
with fresh produce a top priority, and for the
past 76 years, Peak has ensured those closest
to home are supplied first with 1/3 of Manitoba produce staying right here at home, 1/3
getting shipped across the rest of Canada
and the remaining 1/3 going to the US. With
Peak doing over $100 million dollars in sales
each year, they provide a substantial amount
of veggies across North America.
Peak of the Market is only one part of getting all those fresh veggies from the farm
to your table with Manitoba growers and
producers playing a key role. This is where
the coordination and collaboration comes
in to the equation.
“A lot of it is ensuring that we’re working
together as a group of growers because the
growers are competitors too,” says McIntosh, “Everyone wants to have the better
potato or carrot and be in the marketplace,
but at the same time we want to share good
ideas and still have that healthy competition.” Ensuring Manitobans have access
to fresh produce and that producers have
access to markets across Canada and North
America requires coordination and collaboration and by working together, more
can be achieved.
This is also true for municipalities in the
WMR. Although, each community needs to
balance budgets while carrying out important projects, we know collaboration can
be challenging work. But just as McIntosh
h Growing as a group page 2
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What it takes to be a good
elected official
Y
Barbara Bowes, Legacy Bowes

es, it’s that time again…..municipal
elections! It’s a crazy time that sees
new candidates coming forward
with their ideas and established councillors defending their accomplishments
and setting goals for a new term. But, just
why do people run for public office? After
all, it’s sometimes seen as a thankless job
and it certainly takes up a lot of personal
time attending meeting after meeting after
meeting!
Let’s face it, some candidates are indeed
altruistic and issues-driven and believe
they can work for a specific cause that
helps to improve their community. Still,
others are ego-driven and strive to gain
a spotlight that helps them to “be something” rather than focusing on “doing”
something. And of course there are those
candidates who believe they know better
than anyone else and so they run for the
purpose of wanting to “fix” the way their
council has been running.
Yet, it doesn’t take long before a successful candidate learns that being a “lone
wolf” doesn’t work. Not only that, they’ll
quickly learn there is a process to decision
making and that thumping one’s fist on
the table and crying foul against a fellow
councillor only serves to alienate their
colleagues as well as the public.
If you really think about it, being an
elected councillor, mayor or reeve is somewhat like being in a marriage. There will be
a get-acquainted period, a transition period from private citizen to public official
and transition from being an independent
voice to being part of a team.
Yet with so many different viewpoints
and goals, different personalities and different communication styles, new councillor teamwork is not easy but teamwork is
what our communities expect. Not only
that, in today’s age with fast-changing
conditions and tight financial constraints,
collaboration between council members
as well as other regional councils is key.
So just what does collaboration mean?
Collaboration means working together to
achieve a goal. It requires leadership on
the part of every elected official and personal actions that demonstrate a shared
purpose. Successful elected off icials
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place their focus on gaining consensus in
problem-solving, they invite participation
in discussions and they respect other’s
viewpoints even when they disagree.
These leaders freely and respectfully
share information with their colleagues
and ensure that everyone has the same
information. They negotiate and work
towards finding a middle ground while at
the same time reflecting on different possible alternatives.
While collaboration means hard work
on the part of elected officials, there are
numerous benefits to both individuals as
well as the community. First of all, collaboration leads to effective and more rapid
decision making resulting in municipal
projects staying on schedule and meeting
budget requirements. Collaborative planning at the initiation of projects results
in fewer errors and increased success. In
addition, research shows that collaboration leads to more creative approaches to
community challenges because all of the
talents at the decision-making table are
being utilized in the discussions. Finally,
when citizens see collaboration working at
the council level, it gives them confidence,
they can see that goals and objectives are
focused on community needs and that
results are being achieved. Collaboration
builds community trust.
Elected officials in the upcoming October 2018 elections need to be big-picture

thinkers. By this, I mean that they must
look beyond their own borders and to
think regionally. Just as I said about individual councillors, a “lone wolf” council
also no longer works. Today, elected officials and their council need to think
regionally because they can no longer
exist in isolation. This requires big-picture
thinking and collaborative planning for
shared services and/or revenue sharing
where possible.
In my view, elected officials who are true
collaborators are a special kind of person
and have the following personality traits:
Relationship focused – deliberate about
building relationships and breaking down
the walls between people and/or organizations while getting to know as many people
as possible in the entire community.
Always diplomatic – focused on building relationships based on mutual trust
and respect, and focused on preserving
the dignity of the other people in the conversation.
Curious and good listeners – engaging
in listening and asking good questions in
order to get to the root cause of an issue and
help get to effective long-term solutions.
Team focused – inviting participation in
discussions and respecting other’s comments. Good collaborators help others
express themselves by reframing issues
to facilitate understanding.
Focus on right goals – staying focused
on the strategic plan and its goals and
objectives to ensure community needs
remain the priority. Big picture thinkers
connect the dots, create a vision and bring
the right people to the table to ensure successful results.
With municipal elections on the horizon, this is your opportunity to vote for
candidates that will take on the responsibility of guiding change and building both
collaborative councils and collaboration
between regions – a necessary element in
building a strong, prosperous and sustainable metro region.
Barbara J. Bowes is a former elected
school trustee, and an executive coach to
elected officials. She is also the president
of Legacy Bowes Group, a well known
HR and management consulting firm in
Winnipeg. She can be contacted at barb@
legacybowes.com
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has demonstrated in running the very
successful Peak of the Market where all
parts of the industry must work together,
our local leaders must also continue to
work in a coordinated fashion to ensure
the success of the entire region.
As well as being a great business leader,

Peak of the Market is also a good corporate
citizen by working to make our community a much better place to live, work and
play. Each year over 1.5 million dollars’
worth of produce is donated to Winnipeg
Harvest ensuring everyone has access to
fresh produce.

As the Winnipeg Metro Region continues to grow with people, potatoes and
parsnips, it is a good reminder that if you
want to go fast go alone, but if you want
to go far and make a difference, lettuce
all go together!
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Reconciliation in action
Winnipeg Metro Region News Desk

T

his summer on Treaty One Territory at
Brokenhead Ojibway Nation, 30 Indigenous and Municipal leaders gathered
together for the second time to continue the
historic process of reconciliation.
Brought together through a partnership
between the Centre for Indigenous Environmental Resources (CIER), Southern Chiefs’
Organization (SCO) and the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region (WMR), Chiefs, Mayors and
Reeves from southern and central Manitoba
are looking at ways to continue the process
of building relationships, creating the
conditions necessary to resolve issues that
have been barriers to collaborative action
for more than a 150 years and find creative
collaborative leadership processes to move
our communities forward.
The elected leaders welcomed experts
from across Canada to provide details and
lead discussions on various foundational
topics from understanding of the Indian Act
and the Municipal Act, to the opportunities
and limitations of the current tax system. The
presentations were focused on areas where
additional information was required to enable the process of collaboration to move
forward. Having access to up-to-date and
detailed information provided by experts
allows for even stronger foundations to build
relationships and partnerships in the future.
Leaders who took part in the second meeting of the Collaborative Leadership Initiative
believe that the time has come to take action,
and agree that by working together, they

Left to right: Mayor of Headingley John Mauseth; City of Winnipeg Councillor Scott Gillingham and Grand Chief Jerry
Daniels of SCO.

have the power to move forward in leaps and
bounds. They also agree that this process
and its anticipated positive outcomes could
provide a path for other jurisdictions across
Canada to follow.
The Chiefs, mayors and reeves have

meetings planned for this fall which will
be utilized to begin to focus their attention and find new ways to collaborate on
projects in their communities related to
waste management and the protection of
water resources. Through this collabora-

tive leadership process the Chiefs, mayors
and reeves will continue to make history as
Indigenous and Municipal leaders move one
step closer to resolving the tough issues that
have been barriers to progress in all of our
communities.

Connecting to opportunity
Winnipeg Metro Region News Desk

T

oday, access to high speed, reliable
internet service is a must if we are
to attract and keep progressive
business and industry in the Winnipeg
Metro Region. However, access to the
connections that drive business productivity, support students, improve access to
healthcare and increase new employment
opportunities is not yet common place in
our region.
In many communities, some just minutes outside of Winnipeg's perimeter
highway, dial up and low speed internet
are still the only choice. With residents
tethering their computer to cellular
phones in a last-ditch effort to stay connected, having limited choice or no choice
does not make us competitive.
The problem of access to high-speed Internet is not a Manitoba problem, it exists
globally. The Canadian Radio-Television
and Telecommunications Commission
(CRTC) has identified that access to high
speed internet is a priority and considers
it to be basic telecommunications service
for Canadians.
In a recent announcement, the Government of Canada has made significant
funds available for communities to access
to improve their Internet connections.
Recently, the CRTC has identified new
basic service targets for Canadian com-

munities - including unlimited access to
service at speeds of 50 Mbps download
and 10Mbps upload.
Winnipeg Metro Region leaders through
JohnQ Public, their shared development
corporation, are following the example

of municipal and provincial leaders from
other jurisdictions in Canada and the US
who are finding ways to collaborate and
bring this necessary service to residents.
JohnQ has initiated a project to connect
more communities with fibre by:

1. Providing access to high speed internet
to all residents in the Winnipeg Metro
Region in an equitable way
2. Facilitating unlimited service, and
3. Ensuring service remains affordable
The leaders also understand the new
and emerging freelance economy or work
from home workforce – studies indicate
that by 2020, the work at home trend will
make up 40% of the workforce and will be
engaged in this economy as independent
workers, freelancers or contractors. This
trend is also seen in Manitoba - last year
one company offered 250 work from home
jobs for the Winnipeg Region, a requirement was access to high speed internet.
Municipal leaders are now in discussion with the Federal Government and
the Province of Manitoba, to try and tap
into funding earmarked for infrastructure projects like this. The Investing in
Canada Program may provide a great
opportunity for all levels of government
to work together to provide better services
to communities. While JohnQ is working towards funding opportunities for
shared infrastructure, it is also looking at
potential partnerships and collaborative
initiatives to help communities share the
costs of infrastructure, while ensuring
business and jobs are attracted to the
region, helping retain people in Metropolitan Region communities and bringing
prosperity to all.

No beef, all bouquets
Every day across the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region there are many who go above and beyond to make our
communities great. It’s time to send a bouquet or a high ﬁve to a community member who went above and
beyond to brighten your day or to make our communities a better place to live, work and play.
If you have someone you want to thank, submit it to The Winnipeg Metro Region News Desk
at info@wmregion.ca
We would like to thank Paul Brule for his persistence &
dedication for many years in the beautiﬁcation, growth
and safety in many communities throughout Ritchot.
– Mayor of Ritchot, Chris Ewen
East St. Paul resident Deb Heckmann invests a great deal
of time and positive energy as the administrator of her
Facebook page, the “East St. Paul Community HUB.” Deb
shares information on events going on in the community
and inspires others to get involved. Her messages are
always positive as she seeks to inform and propel others
into action.
– Mayor of East St. Paul, Shelley Hart
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East St. Paul resident Eleanor Johnston has been a
member of the Citizens on Patrol Program (COPP) for more
than 20 years. She is an active patrol member and also
spearheads the Speed Watch program in the community.
Eleanor is a past COPP board member and her continued
involvement in the program has ensured its longevity.
– Mayor of East St. Paul, Shelley Hart
I would like to give a shout out and a bouquet to Camille
Fisette-Mullaire for all the hard work and never say
quit attitude that she brought to our Centre of Canada
Park Committee. She was the main push behind that
committee to get the park off the ground and to
what we have today. Thank you.
– Mayor of Tache, Robert Rivard
Regional Times 3
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Private industry and RM of Rosser collaborating to move
industrial development forward in CentrePort Canada
1000+ acres sold/conditionally sold over past year at the inland port; market demand shows no signs of slowing down
Diane Gray, CentrePort Canada

O

ver the last year, CentrePort Canada, North America’s largest trimodal inland port, has seen a flurry
of private industrial activity. CentrePort
North lands (the inland port area within
the Rural Municipality of Rosser) have
seen a major increase in demand as fullyserviced industrial projects have been
brought to market by the development
community. In fact, more than 1000 acres
have been sold or conditionally sold in the
last 12 months.
Serviced industrial land has been difficult to find in the region and what was
available was generally older and less
functional for today’s industrial requirements. This has led to significant pent up
market demand as companies look for new
inventory in strategically located areas
with access to major transportation routes.
With access to Winnipeg James Armstrong
Richardson International Airport, three
Class I railways and CentrePort Canada
Way, allowing companies to move goods
efficiently in all directions, CentrePort is an
ideal location for trade oriented industrial
operations.
Notable developments include:
Brookside Industrial Park Phase III: a
fully-serviced 100-acre industrial park that
came to market in June 2018. In just three
months, over 75% of the available lots have
been sold or conditionally sold and real
estate agents for the project, Cushman &
Wakefield Winnipeg, expect the rest of the
land to move quickly.
BrookPort Business Park: Whiteland
Developers recently announced an industrial business park located to the west
of Brookside Boulevard and south of the
planned Chief Peguis Trail extension. The
$26-million industrial park will feature 80
acres of shovel-ready, fully-serviced land;
construction on sewer, water and roadways
began in August. With strong early demand
for the project, and multiple offers in the
pre-sale phase, Whiteland sees lots of

potential for growth in the area, so much
so that they have an additional 80 acres
of contiguous land they plan to bring to
market in a year. This brings their project
to 160 acres in size.
Private Companies/Developers: 500+
acres have been sold or conditionally sold
to developers/private companies. Notably,
a private company has purchased 475 acres
of land in CentrePort South (the lands
within the City of Winnipeg) for future
development.
The inland port capitalizes on Manitoba’s
strategic location and transportation infrastructure, making it particularly attractive
for companies in advanced manufacturing, agribusiness and the transportation

and logistics sectors. CentrePort has been
working closely with the private sector, Yes!
Winnipeg, and government partners to attract businesses to locate at the inland port.
The inland port is resulting in hundreds of
millions of dollars of new investment, jobs
and opportunities in Manitoba.
Collaboration and active engagement
with the RM of Rosser has been one of the
keys to success to date. Their understanding of the long term vision for CentrePort
and their willingness to collaborate with
and support companies looking to do business in the municipality helps to expedite
development and simplifies decision making processes.
Along with support from the RM of

Rosser, companies locating at CentrePort
have access to the Inland Port Special Planning Area (IPSPA). The IPSPA, driven by the
Province of Manitoba, provides a dedicated
planner for the area and streamlines the
land-development approval process. This
allows businesses to have cost and planning certainty, transparency and speed
to market.
With private industry, developers, local
governments and the Province of Manitoba
working with CentrePort Canada Inc., the
entire region is starting to feel the economic impacts of the inland port project and see
the transformational role that it can play in
Manitoba’s future as a key transportation
gateway and leader in global trade.

Get Manitoba on the road to trade, and to a
better deal for municipalities
Chris Lorenc, Manitoba Heavy Construction Association

S

ummer is spent and the kids are back
to school. So ends the days at the
lake, the road trips to see a bit of our
country or – for some of us – the season of
renovations. Whether you beat a path to
sights unknown or just to the hardware
store, answer this: How was your drive?
At some point it was bumpy or downright jarring. For all of us, our roads are
an economic hazard.
Too many of Manitoba’s streets, roads
and highways are in bad shape. In fact,
the provincial infrastructure gap – the
difference between what is now spent and
what must be spent to get our roads in good
shape – is about $6 billion. The total municipal infrastructure investment deficit is
$13 billion. Winnipeg would need to invest
$300 million annually for 10 years to fix its
deficit in roads and bridges.
Your municipality is facing a similar
challenge. This is an issue for the October
24 elections – repeated public opinion
surveys show that infrastructure is the No.
1 issue of voters.

Chris Lorenc.

But no municipality can alone muster
the revenues to solve their infrastructure
investment deficit. Municipal governments get less than 12 cents of every tax
dollar, but they own about 50% of public
infrastructure. That’s an economic burden

well beyond current resources. Provincial
transfers to municipalities are effectively
frozen. Tri-government funding agreements do not factor in life-cycle (financing, maintenance) costs, so when the new
blacktop weathers a few seasons, local taxpayers shoulder the cost of filling potholes,
rebuilding curbs or peeling off the asphalt.
Bad infrastructure is bad for the economy. Our roads and highways are the arteries carrying the goods, services and people
to their destinations – that, in a nutshell, is
trade. In Manitoba, trade accounts for 53%
of GDP. Choke trade (traffic jams, idling,
detours) and the economic and environmental costs are real. Productivity falls,
clients get frustrated and business stalls.
Trade generates the revenues that fund
the public services supporting our standard of living. Ever y dollar invested in
strategic infrastructure boosts the GDP by
$1.30 - $1.60 – amongst the highest return
on any public investment.
Starving infrastructure of necessary investment is simply defeatist by its nature.
Our municipalities need better funding
agreements and new sources of revenue to
meet the challenge.

The Manitoba Heavy Construction Association is among six leading Manitoba
business organizations calling for a new
fiscal deal, to rebalance the roles and responsibilities of all levels of government
to provide municipalities the necessary
fiscal capacity. We need to explore new
ways for towns and cities to raise revenue:
A share of provincial sales tax; a municipal
consumption tax?
Winnipeg's Metropolitan Region municipalities have worked together for years
to set aside agendas focused solely on local
priorities. They are ready for provincial
engagement on regional transportation
investment strategies to make the most
of scarce dollars and grow the region’s
economy to benefit all.
So this fall, when the council or reeve/
mayoral candidates knock at your door,
ask them to support trade. Tell them to
ensure our roads can move our economy
to greater prosperity – get moving Manitoba to a ‘new deal’ for municipalities to
finally fix the multibillion-dollar infrastructure gap.
Chris Lorenc is the president of the Manitoba Heavy Construction Association

St. Vital Location

OPENING SOON!

1-827 Dakota St.
(Across from St. Vital Centre)
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Energy and sustainable development
Uniting energy storage strategies with peak demand management
Aaditya Raman, P.Eng., Stantec

I

n Manitoba, electrical utilities and the electrical grid,
while over a hundred years old, have stayed in a constant state of evolution as local and federal governments
continue to introduce safety, economic and regulatory
requirements to improve the reliability of these essential
services and protect the communities and customers they
serve. The grid is now moving from large central generating
stations towards distributed generation, spurred on by the
investment in green energy and regulatory measures to
encourage sustainability. While most of these sustainability
efforts focus on items like renewable wind and solar energy,
tree planting to offset carbon emissions, green building
construction or installation of green roofs, an area that
has often gone overlooked is peak demand management.
What is peak demand? In terms of energy use, peak demand describes a period where simultaneous consumer
demand is at its strongest. Most utilities charge customers
based on their individual peak demands, as, ultimately,
utilities need to ensure they build enough generation,
transmission, and distribution capacity to meet these
peaks, even if they last for one hour per year.
Peak demand management is typically managed through
demand conservation where energy utilities take control
of residential customers’ air conditioners to cycle them on
and off during periods of peak demand. For larger commercial or industrial customers, utilities institute programs
to reduce their usage or shift manufacturing to periods of
lower peak demand. While these are very effective means
to conserve demand, solutions such as these might not work
for every customer. This is where energy storage comes in.
Energy storage is simply storing electricity for use at another time. This can be as simple as a bank of batteries, or
a larger containerized solution, or a more complex storage
system like flywheels or pumped hydro. Storage solutions
have been traditionally deployed in areas where renewable energy sources like solar and wind power are used,
to absorb the intermittence of renewable energy sources.
They can also help shave peak demand by coming online
during periods of high demand, and recharging during
low demand periods, to even out the peaks and valleys of
energy demand.
Challenges with energy storage programs are financial
in nature since the cost of deploying these solutions is not

quite at grid parity. This extends return on investment periods beyond the risk threshold of most financiers. There
are also inconsistencies on how regulators view energy
storage solutions. They are neither generators nor loads,
and yet they both consume and release energy into the
grid. Recently announced funding programs by the Federal
Government to encourage sustainability and help achieve
the country’s environmental commitments will provide
much needed subsidies and grants to make projects such
as these fiscally feasible.
Energy storage also provides a valuable service to utilities. As more and more utilities look to shut down existing
fossil fuel assets, they also lose the ancillary services these
assets provided in controlling voltage and frequency on the
system. Energy storage solutions can provide these ancil-

lary services and are better than traditional generators
because of their faster response times. Energy storage can
be used to help shave the peaks off what would be associated with the future load to essentially make substations
behave like substations with larger transformers. This can
extend the life of the transformers so that replacement can
be deferred for say, another 10 years. This can also reduce
system outages caused by excessive thermal spikes during
peak demand periods.
While a detailed benefit assessment and sustainable
advantages of deploying energy storage is outside the scope
of this article, there is high possibility of a compelling business case to developing an energy storage project even with
the current market dynamics provided government and
R&D funding is appropriately leveraged.

Grunthal Welding & Supplies Ltd.
itstayswelded.com

New installations or retrofits with local manufacturing, installation and support.
Custom Manufacturing | Custom Truck Decks | Stairs | Catwalks | + More
Ph: 204-434-6769
Toll Free: 855-542-5117
Cell: 204-392-5264
info@grunthalwelding.com
www.powerliftdoors.com
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Winnipeg Metropolitan Region outlook 2018
Peter Squire, WinnipegREALTORS®

T

he WinnipegREALTORS® are proud to
have hosted another mayoral forum
for this year’s October 24th election with
the Winnipeg Free Press and event producer
AVentPro. With so many pressing issues to
discuss, expanding the forum online to social
channels, like Twitter (@wpgREALTORS) is
something we now include in order to enable
all interested constituents to participate in
some capacity. This new and advanced platform for including as many important questions as possible, has come a long way since
the very first forum held over 26 years ago.
The inaugural WinnipegREALTORS® mayoral forum was held at the Burton Cummings
Theatre in 1992 where among 17 candidates
running for mayor, Susan Thompson emerged
the victor. Our former mayor was a founding
partner of what was then called the Partnership for the Manitoba Capital Region - now
known as the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region.
Everyone knows Thompson has always been a
strong advocate for regional cooperation and
aligned partnerships to build a more productive and efficient metro region, but in a highly
competitive global economy what is our value
proposition and how do we get beyond our
municipal differences to work together to
attract new industry and employment oppor-

tunities in Winnipeg and the outlying rural
municipalities?
In writing a column in our weekly Real
Estate News this August as a lead into the
municipal elections this fall, it was interesting to note and not surprising, that mayor of
Steinbach Chris Goertzen, who is not running
again this year, stressed how important partnerships have been to him with neighbouring
municipalities in building a growing city
in his 12 years as mayor. He is the current
president of the Association of Manitoba
Municipalities.

WinnipegREALTORS®, as are most major
local REALTOR® associations across the country, is well aware how important cities such as
Steinbach and rural municipalities in general
are to their success as a market region since
they encompass a census metropolitan area.
A good example beyond Winnipeg is the Toronto Real Estate Board (TREB). TREB is very
much representative of the Greater Toronto
Area or what is more commonly referred to as
the GTA. In information they provide publicly
on their website GTA REALTORS® are referenced. When you look at their suburbs map it

becomes obvious the City of Toronto in land
mass is far less in its geographical footprint
than the entire GTA region.
To this end, WinnipegREALTORS® is trying to do more, like other real estate boards
across the country, to reflect that it does not
only represent the City of Winnipeg but covers
the more expansive Winnipeg Metropolitan
Region as a whole. As it stated in a working
paper on Manitoba’s capital region back in
2002, “our real estate industry’s interests are
inextricably linked to the success or failure
of the capital region”. It went on to say, “We
are very cognizant of the need for the municipalities to work together so we can grow
the region”.
One important change to bring to your attention - our new corporate website which was
just launched last month and can be found at
winnipegrealtors.ca. It does not replace our
winnipegrealestatenews.com website which
is going through a major redesign and will
remain the go-to site to search for all of our
MLS® listings throughout WinnipegREALTORS® market region.
On a final point, real estate is an all year
round activity so while fall may not be as busy
as the spring there is still lots of opportunity
to find a property that meets your needs. And
of course, a friendly reminder to get out and
vote on October 24th.

RECIPE

Apple potato pancakes
Ingredients:
1 1/4 cup apples, unpeeled &
finely chopped
1 cup potatoes, peeled & grated
1/2 cup apple sauce
1/2 cup all purpose flour
2 egg whites
1 tsp salt

Directions:
In a medium bowl; combine
apples, potatoes, apple sauce,
flour, egg whites and salt.
In a nonstick frying pan; heat
over medium heat until hot.
Drop rounded tablespoonfuls
of batter into skillet. Cook 2 to
3 minutes on each side or until

lightly browned. Place pancakes
on nonstick cookie sheet. Bake
in preheated 475 degress F (240
degrees C) oven for 10 to 15 minutes or until crisp. Serve with
additional apple sauce or apple
slices if desired.
Servings: 6
Courtesy of Peak of the Market

We must all hold ourselves accountable for tomorrow.
For us, that means creating innovative solutions
to the challenges the future will bring. Can we design
a place where our communities can thrive?
What if we can?

Buildings / Energy, Resources & Industry / Environment / Geomatics / Infrastructure / Transportation
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Canadian fertilizer industry working with
Manitoba growers to reduce environmental
impacts, increase profitability
National standard needed to maximize benefits
Kelly McCarthy, Fertilizer Canada

T

oday’s growers are facing two seemingly conflicting mandates: increase
crop yields to propel Canada forward
in agricultural exports, but also reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and impacts to
water. The Canadian fertilizer industry is
offering a solution to these challenges: 4R
Nutrient Stewardship.
4R Nutrient Stewardship is a proven, science-based framework that reduces nutrient
losses to the environment, while enhancing
productivity for farmers by keeping fertilizer
in the soil to support crops. The 4R framework encourages growers to apply the right
fertilizer source at the right rate, at the right
time and in the right place.
Fertilizer Canada has worked with its
partners in the federal government, provincial governments, industry, and academia to
establish a series of sustainable best management practices (BMPs) for fertilizer application under 4R Nutrient Stewardship that are
universally applicable yet able to be locally
focused. In Manitoba, the 4R framework has
been recognized in the Manitoba Climate
and Green Plan in two ways: as a method
for reducing nutrient loading and as a clean
water indicator.
Manitoba represents a significant opportunity to boost our national agriculture
industry towards supporting Canada’s economic and environmental goals. Through a
Memorandum of Understanding with the
Government of Manitoba, Fertilizer Canada
has been working to implement 4R Nutrient

Stewardship with local growers since 2013.
Through our voluntary 4R Designation
program, Fertilizer Canada is helping agriretailers in Manitoba and across Canada
formally align their business practices with
the principles of 4R Nutrient Stewardship as a
solution to reducing on-farm environmental
impacts while increasing crop yields to support Canada’s commitments. The 4R Designation program is helping to measure the
spread of sustainable agriculture in Canada,

with Fertilizer Canada’s goal of capturing 20
million 4R acres by 2020.
In order to maximize the benefits of 4R Nutrient Stewardship, support from Canadian
decision makers is needed to create a national standard for on-farm nutrient management using the principles of the framework.
In Manitoba, recent research by the Canadian fertilizer industry showed that applying
enhanced efficiency fertilizer (Right Source)
in a mid-row band (Right Place) can help

growers reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by up to 55 per cent. This research and other
supporting evidence of the effectiveness of
4R Nutrient Stewardship is published in the
Key Findings of The Canadian 4R Research
Network report. This demonstrates the
benefits Canadian growers could have from
advanced fertilizer management systems
under 4R Nutrient Stewardship.
For more information on 4R Nutrient Stewardship, visit fertilizercanada.ca.

Design with
community
in mind.
Integrated Design Services
in Engineering, Architecture,
Environmental Services, Project
Management & Project Economics

stantec.com
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RM of St. Clements – the place to be
Roberta Anderson, RM of St. Clements

W

hy have so many people moved to the RM of St.
Clements in the past two decades?
r"TMPXFSQBDFBOEUSBORVJMJUZPGSVSBMMJGF
on larger-sized lots;
r"OFBTZDPNNVUFPOHPPEIJHIXBZTUPUIF$JUZPG
Selkirk or downtown Winnipeg (between 18 km and 36
km from the southern part of the RM);
r $PUUBHF DPVOUSZ OFBS (VMM -BLF BOE BMPOH -BLF
Winnipeg featuring hills, trees, trails, ample wildlife
and lots of water;
r-BOEGPSGBSNTmCPUIMBSHF BOE
r " QFSGFDU IPNF GPS TNBMM CVTJOFTTFT XJUI B MPDBM
market of 30,000+ and support from the RM’s Economic
Development Officer to help get started.
Based on the 2016 Statistics Canada Census, compared
to other municipalities in the Winnipeg Metropolitan
Region and western Canada, the RM of St. Clements is
noteworthy for:
r4USPOHSFUBJMUSBEFBOETIPQQJOHDPOWFOJFODFXJUIout congestion;
r1SPYJNJUZUPSFHJPOBMIPTQJUBM XIJDIJTCSBOEOFX
and state-of-the-art;
r"NQMFTDIPPMT
r"WBSJFUZPGGPPETFSWJDFT
r"IJHIMFWFMPGBQQSFOUJDFTIJQTBOEUSBEFTQFSTPOT
r-PXIPVTJOHQSJDFT BOE
r-PXDPTUPGSFOUBMBDDPNNPEBUJPOT
The municipality is governed by six elected councillors
and an elected mayor and has an annual budget of about
$10 million. The municipality employs 47 permanent
and seasonal staff.
Public Participation
The RM of St. Clements cares about its residents and
believes people affected by a decision have a right to be
involved in the decision-making process. In fact, the
RM of St. Clements has won two national awards for
public engagement, the most recent being an Honourable Mention for the IAP2 (International Association of
Public Participation) 2018 Core Values Organization of
the Year Award.
Council opened their 2015-18 Strategic Plan, the
document that guides all decisions for the term, with
this statement:
“A model for effective municipal leadership: from fiscal
transparency to fair taxation to responsiveness to community concerns, the RM is committed to building long-term
trust with residents and exceeding citizen’s expectations
for effective, accountable governance.
Goal: a commitment to enhanced communication and
consultation regarding day to day activities and long-term
projects and developments.”
Because of public consultation, the municipality
makes better decisions that reflect the interests and
concerns of those affected.
rrr
What have we been up to the past four years?

2018 RM of St. Clements Council in front of a drawing of the proposed South St. Clements Activity Centre
(left to right): Councillor Gerry Drobot, Councillor David Sutherland, Councillor Robert Belanger, Mayor
Debbie Fiebelkorn, MLA Dr. Alan Lagimodiere, Councillor Glen Basorowich, Councillor Ray Frey and
Councillor Ken Thomas.

“When I drive down the streets and see the garbage and
recycling carts I feel proud – like our municipality is finally
moving forward and progressing.”
-Resident’s comment

r$PNNVOJDBUJPOT The municipality hired an in-house
communications person to help fulfill their commitment
to enhanced communication and consultation. To date,
the RM now has over 2100 residents on its email list, over
1500 ‘likes’ on its very active Facebook page, had 26,000
new users on its mobile-friendly website this year and
published 4 newsletters through multiple channels in
2018.
r 3FDSFBUJPO The municipality has just hired a new
Recreation Manager to plan programming for residents
throughout the RM and to help guide development of
the new South St. Clements Activity Centre, which will
be a year-round community hub featuring a lake, trails,
fitness facilities and a place to visit with neighbours.

Left to right: RM of St. Clements CAO DJ Sigmundson,
Mayor Debbie Fiebelkorn, Communications Manager
Roberta Anderson receiving the 2018 IAP2 Core
Values Organization of the Year Honourable Mention.

r &DPOPNJD %FWFMPQNFOU The RM of St. Clements is
open for business and hired an Economic Development
Officer (EDO) in 2017 to help with business promotion
and development for all businesses of all sizes. The EDO
also works with special interest groups in the RM and
promotes tourism.

The RM is also home to the 1240 hectare Brokenhead
Wetland Ecological Reserve which features a very high
diversity of plant species including 23 provincially rare
and uncommon plants and Netley-Libau Marsh, one of
the largest freshwater coastal wetlands in Canada.

r&OWJSPONFOUBM4VTUBJOBCJMJUZ
Curbside Garbage and Recycling Pickup: after a long
public consultation, on July 1, 2018, the RM began
curbside pickup to over 1600 residents in the southern,
more densely-populated part of the municipality.
Water Protection: the municipality is committed to
protecting their waterways which drain into Lake
Winnipeg by implementing piped water/sewer systems
and rigorously-monitored sewage lagoons, intelligent
drainage, and zebra mussel prevention in Gull Lake.
Greenhouse Gas Emission (GHG) Reduction: the
municipality worked with Eco West to create a GHG
emissions inventory, reduction target and a local action plan. Curbside pickup is part of this plan, as well
as support of GoManitoba, a ride sharing program.
rrr
Play in the RM of St. Clements
r1BSLT BSFTFSWFBOEBNBSTIFour popular provincial parks are in or adjacent to the RM, including Birds
Hill Provinical Park which is home to the internationally
renowned annual Winnipeg Folk Festival and Grand
Beach Provincial Park which is home to one of Canada’s
top ten beaches.
8 Regional Times

r5SBJMT: A multitude of multi-use trails run through the
RM. The TransCanada trail winds through the entire RM
and connects with the Duff Roblin Trail system that runs
along the unique Manitoba Floodway. The new provincial
Brokenhead Wetland Interpretive Trail is a 3.6 km return
floating boardwalk interpreted from an Indigenous perspective and translated in Ojibway and English.
r4QPSUTBOESFDSFBUJPOResidents have access regionally to a huge selection of recreational activities from
archery to Zumba.
Grand Marais, in the northern end of the RM, has a
curling rink an award-winning museum, a playground,
picnic sites, a memorial garden, and trailer park. Legacy
Park in East Selkirk is home to a busy arena, trail system,
baseball diamonds and soccer pitches and is also home
of the 50-year-old Manitoba Highland Gathering every
June.
r8BUFSSince the entire west side of the RM is flanked
by water - the Red River and Lake Winnipeg – it is no
wonder that fishing (including ice-fishing), boating, canoeing and kayaking are popular pastimes. In fact, the
Red River is an international fishing destination to catch
master angler catfish and greenback pickerel.
r )JTUPSZ The RM of St. Clements is located in the
winnipegmetroregion.ca

Mayor Debbie Fiebelkorn (back row, 2nd from left)
at neighbouring Brokenhead Ojibway Nation 2018
Treaty Days.

RM of St. Clements
fast facts
r'PVOEFEJO
r.FNCFSPGUIF8JOOJQFH.FUSPQPMJUBO3FHJPO
r 1PQVMBUJPO PG BCPVU   QFSNBOFOU BOE 
seasonal residents
r0OFPGUIFMBSHFTUNVOJDJQBMJUJFTJO.BOJUPCBXJUI
over 500 square kilometres
r *T MPOH BOE OBSSPX  TUSFUDIJOH OPSUITPVUI XJUI
the whole west side flanked by the Red River and
Lake Winnipeg
r *T MPDBUFE PO 5SFBUZ 0OF UFSSJUPSZ  UIF USBEJUJPOBM
territory of Anishinaabe, Cree, Dakota and Dene
peoples and the homeland of the Metis Nation.

heart of early non-Indigenous settlement in Manitoba
dating from the fur trade era. The Red River was always
a main thoroughfare for Indigenous people and later for
explorers and settlers. The RM has a very active heritage
committee that has developed many interesting projects
over the years, including a comprehensive website, commemorative signs, a series of historic geocaches, and
much more.
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RM of St. Andrews – lean, clean and green
RM of St. Andrews Council priorities deliver positive results on ledger, projects and environment
Duncan Morrison, RM of St. Andrews

S

t. Andrews Mayor George Pike tells
it like it is.
“Responsible governance by our
council has positioned the RM of St. Andrews for fiscal stability and growth opportunities into the future,” said Pike. “As a
council we have worked hard and we have
worked collaboratively as a team to get the
municipality into this enviable position.”
The RM of St. Andrews has nearly 12,000
residents that call the municipality home.
St. Andrews runs along the Red River as
it flows northward to and into Lake Winnipeg between southern boundary at West
St. Paul and the community of Winnipeg
Beach to the north. The RM of St. Andrews
stretches west to the RM of Rockwood and
the large wingspan of the municipality is
a vital driver of Manitoba’s Interlake regional economy and a key contributor to
the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region.
Due to prox imit y to Winnipeg, the
southern portion of the RM of St. Andrews
has more urban commuters among residents, while the northern areas contain
productive agricultural lands and the
rural producers that work them as well
as an inf lux of seasonal residents that
spend summers around Lake Winnipeg.
Pike says the bottom line is the RM of St.
Andrews council represents all residents.
“We believe in fiscal responsibility,”
said Pike. “The 2018 RM of St. Andrews
Financial Plan includes capital investments which will go toward enhancing our
capability to provide future services and
obligations to our residents by investing
in assets that will serve us well into the
future.”
Councillor Russ Paradoski represents
Ward 3 on the RM of St. Andrews council.
Paradoski has been the Finance Chair
on the St. Andrews Council since 2014,
a natural role following a distinguished
accounting and audit career as a Partner
with BDO Canada.
“When this Council was elected in 2014,
we started with a $4.5 million in reserve
funds. Today, we still have that amount in
reserve,” said Paradoski. “Additionally, we
have achieved a zero increase to the RM of
St. Andrews municipal portion of the taxes
in three of our four-year terms, achieving
nil increase in three of our four years with
only a slight increase of 1.6 per cent in 2016.
This is a significant achievement over four
years to only increase municipal taxes 1.6
percent from the 2014 level.”
Pike and Paradoski are believers in the
responsible governance priorities (see
sidebar) the St. Andrews council is guided
by when working on municipal business.
The elected officials take significant pride
in the council’s commitment to maintain
and improve services for municipality
residents. One high-profile project that
the sitting council brought into port was
the South St. Andrews Wastewater Project
connection, a project that had circled for
16 years before the council, federal and
provincial government partners made it
a reality.
“When it comes to looking after our
water resources we must be cognizant
of not only how our water stewardship
efforts directly impact us today, but just
as importantly, by what we leave for future generations to work and live with,”
said Pike. “This project is a win-win on
the economic and environmental fronts
and moves the RM of St. Andrews in-step
with other forward-thinking Manitoba
municipalities for the greatest benefit for
our RM’s citizens as well as the Province
of Manitoba.”
Two 2017 rulings by the Manitoba Municipal Board ruled in favour of connecting the South St. Andrews Sewer Phases
1 and 2 to the existing St. Andrews-West
St. Paul Regional Wastewater Forcemain.
The South St. Andrews Wastewater Project
will bring reliable wastewater service to
approximately 2,000 homes which previously primarily relied on septic tanks and
discharge fields.
“The Rural Municipality of St. Andrews
was responding to Provincial Legislation
in The Red River Corridor that does not
Autumn 2018

allow the construction of new septic tanks
and fields in the corridor. We didn’t make
the rules, but we needed to follow them,”
said Pike. “We were pleased with the Municipal Board’s diligence in handling these
public hearings for our residents and that
their rulings confirmed the diligence that
our council have put forward on behalf of
St. Andrews residents.”
Pike singled out other projects underway
such as the expansion to the St. Andrews
Airport, the municipality’s public works
and fire department equipment additions,
and renovations to the Rural Municipal
Administration Building. And, he said,
plans are afoot in the municipality for
wastewater and recreation enhancement.
“The municipality has undertaken the
design of two new wastewater lagoon cells
at our existing Petersfield Lagoon and we
have received environmental approval
for the design to be “shovel ready” for the
expansion early in 2019,” said Pike. “The
municipality has completed a feasibility study of the municipality’s recreation
needs. One facility in the North will see
extensive redesign including outdoor

Responsible
governance

A focus on
residents

The RM of St. Andrews council delivers Responsible Governance via the
following 4 Principles:

Mayor George Pike of St. Andrews
says the RM of St. Andrews council is
determined to maintain and improve
services. Pike’s highlights include:
Service Request Tracking: All service requests are tracked, categorized
and archived. The Rural Municipality
of St. Andrews has less than a ten per
cent backlog of incoming requests.
Public Works: The RM of St. Andrews has recently carried out ditching and drainage work that had not
been done for decades.
Fiscal Responsibilit y: With increased work in the municipality,
there is more staff and more equipment. Yet, the much-needed and
overdue work is being completed at
minimal increase to residents. St.
Andrews municipal taxes increased
only 1.6 per cent over four years.

1) Dedication to fiscal responsibility
2) Preference to not raising taxes
3) Commitment to maintain and improve services to our residents
4) Development and pursuit of strategic and beneficial partnerships

athletic fields and a curling facility. The
area of Petersfield has produced curlers at
the National Level of competition. In the
south the municipality’s plan is to build
a multi-use facility including baseball,
soccer and a field house with walking and
bike path access.”
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The truth about women and strokes
Christine Houde, Heart & Stroke Foundation

S

troke can happen to anyone, at any
age. A stroke happens when blood
stops flowing to any part of the brain
because of a blood clot or when a blood
vessel ruptures, causing bleeding in or
around the brain. Yet stroke disproportionately affects women – more women
die of stroke, women have worse outcomes after stroke, more women are living with the effects of stroke and women
face more challenges as they recover.
A woman in Canada has a stroke every
17 minutes. This equates to 85 women
every day, 18 of whom will die.
Women are 60% less likely to regain
their independence after a stroke and
experience a worse quality of life.
Stroke affects women differently than
men and at different stages of life. The
risk of stroke is higher during pregnancy.
As women’s bodies adapt to menopause,
stroke risk increases again. Elderly women are especially vulnerable: they are the
most likely to have a stroke; their strokes
are the most severe; their outcomes are
the poorest, and stroke can put an end to
their independence.
Some stroke risk factors are
unique to women
Oral contraception and hormone replacement therapy both increase the risk
of stroke.
As well, Afib (atrial fibrillation) is a
significant risk factor for stroke and increases with age. Because women live
longer than men, there are more women
living with Afib. Strokes caused by Afib
are often more severe in women and more
women than men die from Afib-related
stroke or have more deficits and poorer
quality of life.
First Nations, Metis, and Inuit women
are at greater risk of stroke and twice as
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likely to die from it when compared to
non-Indigenous women. They are more
likely to have high blood pressure and diabetes – both risk factors for stroke. South
Asian women are more likely to have type
2 diabetes and women of African descent
are more likely to have hypertension and
obesity – again risk factors for stroke.
Are women’s signs of stroke
different than men’s?
The signs of stroke are the same for men
and women. They are:
FACE – is it drooping?
ARMS – can you raise both?
SPEECH – is it slurred or jumbled?
TIME – to call 9-1-1 right away.
But there are some things that women
need to know:
Many women are not aware of what a
stroke is, and are unable to recognize the
FAST signs of stroke.
Ground-breaking research suggests
that more women than men who have TIA
symptoms may actually be having a full
stroke. Research will help us to understand how strokes present and progress
differently in men and women
Stroke is a medical emergency. If you
experience any of these signs, call 9-1-1.
Do not drive to the hospital. An ambulance will get you to the best hospital for
stroke care.
Take control
There are many things women (and
men) can do to lower their risk of stroke,
including preventing high blood pressure and managing other risks by making small lifestyle changes like eating
healthier, moving more, reducing stress
and stopping smoking.
Please visit heartandstroke.ca/FAST to
learn more about the signs of stroke, and
heartandstroke.ca/women to learn more
about how stroke affects women.
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Connecting communities with fiber
Laura LaPalme, High Speed Crow

H

igh Speed Crow began in 2003,
when founder and company president Bryan King built a new house
in rural Manitoba with the promise that
DSL would be available, but he quickly
found out that it wasn’t. And will likely
never be available.
At the time, Bryan was employed as an
Enterprise Architect for projects in South
America, China, USA and Europe. His
career depended on having access to highspeed internet. That’s when he decided
to take matters into his own hands and
created his own network. Word quickly
spread, and soon he began offering to connect his neighbours.
What started with connecting a few
neighbours, quickly grew into thousands
of customers on wireless. Fast forward to
2018, where High Speed Crow offers wireless and launched fiber to the homes and
businesses with the fastest speeds in the
country.
Home phone lines are disappearing and
being replaced with cell phones. Customers are dropping cable and satellite and
moving in favour of affordable services
such as Netflix, so spending that extra $30/
month on internet can save a family $120/
month on phone and TV. Rural businesses
are moving more toward accessing skype
for conferencing or live streaming video
for training purposes.
As these rural communities continue
to grow, Internet service providers must
understand the needs of residents and
businesses in these communities. They
want to do business with other local companies who also support local and invest
back into the community.
“We started rural, and remain rural,
so we get it!” says King. “That’s why we
take the time to educate our customers
when it comes to choosing between wireless or fiber. We don’t want to sell the top
tier package if it doesn’t work for them,
because we want them to understand the
difference and what works best for their
specific needs, as well as what might keep
them from being able to access one over
the other.”
Wireless works best in lower customer
density areas and fiber requires higher
density simply because the costs are considerably higher. Trees can be an issue for
the fastest speeds for wireless distribution,
and density of housing is a challenge for
fiber deployments.
Wireless can be installed quickly, and
deployed quickly but also requires continuous upgrades every 4-5 years, as the
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technology matures and customer needs
grow. With fiber, it is infrastructure that
automatically adds to the value of your
house, in fact about 3.1% according to
Fiber Broadband Association.
Housing markets are even seeing trends
now where customers are specifically
looking to purchase homes based on
availability of fiber. Many more people
are working from their home in Manitoba

to locations around the world, or simply
avoiding the commute to Winnipeg.
So now that you know this service is
out there, how do you get high speed to
your area?
For starters, talk to your municipal leaders. Ask your mayor, reeve or councillor if
they have requested fiber for your area.
“High Speed Crow will bring fiber to the
areas with the most interest” adds King.

winnipegmetroregion.ca

“In fact, our current town for deployment
asked us about fiber just last year, and we
are installing the infrastructure this summer. At the same time, we are connecting
fiber to our towers.”
High Speed Crow maps the GPS coordinates of all signups, and overlays that with
wireless coverage and customer growth –
the analytics drive the process. Visit www.
highspeedcrow.ca and sign up!
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Everything you need to know about legally
accessing medical cannabis in Canada
Marshall Posner, Delta 9

T

here are currently several misconceptions about accessing cannabis in
Canada. Let’s make it crystal clear by
telling you, at present, the only current legal
method of accessing cannabis in Canada is
with a medical prescription. If you don’t have
a medical prescription, then you are not allowed to purchase and consume cannabis at
this time.
However, with the pending legalization of
recreational cannabis later this year and the
proliferation of illegal marijuana dispensaries and online cannabis websites across the
country that pretend to service the medical
cannabis marketplace, it’s easy to understand
how Canadians are confused about the current legal process to access medical cannabis.
Granted, once recreational cannabis is legalized, it will be available across Canada in
either private corporate stores or provincially
owned cannabis stores, similar to existing
liquor marts or vendors. As well, there will
be online sales available in every province as
well. However, keep in mind, that only dried
flower and extracts will be available for sale
initially, with cannabis edibles and additional
products such as topicals, pen vaporizers and
others becoming available throughout the first
year of legalization.
In summary, it’s important to realize that
until legalization occurs anyone accessing
cannabis either through the black market or
from a dispensary storefront or online website
is doing so illegally. There are no exceptions to
this type of access.
If Canadians want to access medical cannabis then they need to first visit a doctor and
obtain a medical prescription. Then, they need
to register with a Licensed Producer, which is
a company that is licensed and regulated by
Health Canada to provide various forms of
cannabis to patients across the country. Once
registered, medical patients can start ordering
various cannabis products from these Licensed
Producers.
It’s also important to realize that only
those companies that have been licensed and
authorized by Health Canada are legally approved to produce and sell medical cannabis
products. These Licensed Producers follow
strict production standards and safety measures in order to ensure quality and protect
patients.
Be sure to always protect yourself by verifying
the source of your medicine and understanding
the consequences of procuring medical cannabis from an unauthorized and illegal source.

Cannabis 101 workshop at the Delta 9 Clinic.

How and where can I legally obtain medical
cannabis?
Licensed Producers (LPs) authorized by
Health Canada are currently the only legal
source of cannabis for patients across Canada.
Here is an up-to-date list of all of the current
LPs - www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/marihuana/
info/list-eng.php.
In order to obtain medical cannabis in
Canada, the first step is to meet with your
doctor. If you’re qualified, your doctor will
then be required to complete a Medical
Document from an LP. Once your doctor has
completed this Medical Document, you will
also be required to complete an Application
Document to register as a patient. Here are
the current Delta 9 documents and application
forms that you require - https://www.delta9.
ca/become-a-patient/.
Once registered with Delta 9, you can then
place an order either through our online Patient Portal or by telephone from one of our
knowledgeable and friendly Customer Care
Team Specialists.
Direct and discreet delivery from a Licensed
Producer, via Canada Post or courier, is the
only legal procurement method currently
available in Canada.

There are currently NO other legal suppliers of medical cannabis in Canada.
How do I know I am getting a safe, quality
product?
Licensed Producers regulate products for
safety and quality in the following ways:
r.FEJDBMDBOOBCJTJTDVMUJWBUFEBDDPSEJOH
to Good Production Practices (GPP) and subjected to regular and rigorous Health Canada
quality and regulatory audits.
r$BOOBCJOPJEMFWFMTPG5)$BOE$#%BSF
tested for accuracy in each and every product.
r5FTUJOHGPSJNQVSJUJFT FHGVOHVT CBDUFria, and heavy metals) is conducted to guarantee safety of all cannabis products.
r1BDLBHJOHBOEMBCFMMJOHNVTUDPOGPSNUP
strict regulations and all cannabis products
are sold in child-resistant containers.
With all other illegal suppliers, the source
of the product and its contents and safety,
are unknown and unregulated.
How do I protect myself when buying
medical cannabis?
Licensed Producers offer their patients full
protection in the following ways:
r 1SPPG PG MFHBM QPTTFTTJPO JT QSPWJEFE CZ
Delta 9 and our patients can therefore travel
within Canada with their medication.

Crossword

Suduko

ACROSS
1. ___ of one's existence
5. Follower of Daniel
10. Tolkien tree creatures
14. Gershwin brother
15. Road maneuver
16. Black, to Bocelli
17. Holmes mantra
19. Bottom-of-the-barrel bit
20. Gets defeated by
21. Screwballs
22. Its wreck is the reason behind "Gilligan's Island"
26. Barton or Bow
30. Does away with
34. Moth-eaten
35. Sidney portrayer in "Scream"
36. Relaxed utterance
37. Most skilled
39. CNN's Rowland
42. Not very many
43. "Angle" preﬁx
47. Reversed the effects of
48. "Sound of Music" song
51. Sashay
52. Unrestricted
54. Tall drum
57. Anarchy
62. Panache
63. Anxiety
66. Marc of fashion
67. Censure
68. Japanese soup noodle
69. April forecast
70. Hauntingly strange
71. Church service
DOWN
1. "Total Recall" actress Jessica
2. Singer Guthrie
3. Highland denials
4. Salinger teen
5. Tracks game
6. Place to put your feet up
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 r %FMUB  QBUJFOUT DBO DPOTVMU XJUI PVS
knowledgeable and friendly Customer Care
Team regarding product information and
efficacy.
r%FMUBQBUJFOUTBSFQSPUFDUFECZ)FBMUI
Canada quality regulations including a product recall mechanism in case of potential
harmful product issues.
r.FEJDBMDBOOBCJTGSPN%FMUBJTBDMBJNable medical expense on your personal federal
tax return. Consult with your accountant to
determine your eligible deductions for the
total amount spent on your medicine each and
every calendar year.
Several insurance companies such as Blue
Cross and Sun Life have recently started to
offer medical cannabis coverage as part of
their plans. Be sure to check whether your
medical condition is covered with your existing medical plan.
With all other illegal suppliers, patients
are NOT legally protected if stopped by police, there is NO recall mechanism to protect
them in the event of product impurities and
their medical cannabis expenses are NOT tax
deductible or covered by insurance plans.
Marshall Posner is the VP Sales and Marketing, Delta 9 Cannabis Inc.

7. ___ sponte (legal term)
8. Commit a faux pas
9. "___ Given Sunday"
10. Provides funds for
11. Caligula's nephew
12. Arduous trip
13. Hangs loosely

18. Literary compositions
21. Colorful pond ﬁsh
23. "When Will ___ Loved" (Everly Brothers)
24. Calendar mo.
25. Cub or Card, for short
26. Rub the wrong way
27. Like oak leaves
winnipegmetroregion.ca

28. "____ are saying is give peace a chance"
29. "Riddle-me-___" (nursery rhyme line)
31. Jazz ____
32. "___ Was a Lady" (Ethel Merman tune)
33. Unsavory
38. Very, in Verdun
40. Upper arm bones
41. Lennon's mate
44. Children's song ending
45. "The Screwtape Letters" author's monogram
46. Destructive wave
49. Atoll center, often
50. Fighting org.
53. "The better ____ you with, my dear!"
54. Radio "good buddy"
55. SeaWorld performer
56. Supermodel Taylor
58. Word on a U.S. coin
59. Castor and Pollux's mother
60. Those, to José
61. Tax form IDs
63. After a man's name, a European river
64. Phillies' div.
65. Canal site
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Things are looking up at the airport
Michael Badejo, Winnipeg Airports Authority

T

he importance of networks cannot be understated –
they allow for interconnectivity between people and
commerce all around the world, and the connections
they provide are vital for a region’s growth and development. For us at Winnipeg Airports Authority (WAA), networks are cultivated in part through Winnipeg Richardson
International Airport. WAA helps link our region to the rest
of the world every day, whether to facilitate the movement
of people, enhance the transportation of goods, or connect
over 17,000 people working on the airport campus. At the
heart of our mission, “with our community, we provide
excellent airport services and facilities in a fiscally prudent
manner,” we strive to deliver on this every day with passion
and determination. From providing you with a way to get to
that new vacation destination, to making your weekly business flight to Toronto a little more convenient, we work hard
to help our travellers connect while providing a pleasant
journey in our facilities.
This connection also goes beyond the movement of people. Alongside our record passenger traffic – reaching a new
annual high of 4.3 million travellers, our fourth consecutive
year of growth – we have an extensive air cargo network. This
network connects most major Canadian cities to Winnipeg
and contributes to the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region’s
economy. Our economic impact of $3.4 billion is anchored
on our ability to move goods just as excellently as we move
people.
WAA is the key facilitator in our region for moving goods
throughout the continent and around the world. This is for
everything from groceries going to northern Canada and
beyond, to acting as a point of entry for our market that so we
can have fresh flowers and tropical fruit during the winter.
In short, our 24/7 cargo operation is a pivotal part of how
we connect our community nationally and internationally.
On our air cargo campus we host significant sorting
facilities for FedEx and Canada Post / Purolator, and have
strategically developed daily trans-border air service to
major air cargo hubs for DHL, UPS and FedEx. Combine
this with Winnipeg’s advantageous location at the heart of
the Mid-Continent Trade Corridor (which makes it a logical
transportation and distribution hub), and we are in position
for continued progress.
Why? The rise of ecommerce. The Winnipeg Metropolitan
Region plays an important role in supporting the movement
of these same goods within Manitoba. In order for it to be
successful, our region needs a supply chain that can support
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it. Ecommerce thrives on an excellent supply chain process;
speed, agility and ability to deliver on consumer orders are
paramount. This means that the link between air and ground
transportation for ecommerce is only going to grow – and in
turn, a robust airport strategy that emphasizes the development of transportation networks is fundamental to success.
We have built this in Winnipeg by developing partnerships
with land and air cargo carriers, government stakeholders,
communities and commercial enterprises throughout the
region. By planning for this growth, we will ensure that we
remain an economic and transportation leader while continuing to generate advancements and positive impacts for
the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region.
Connecting the ecommerce purchases you make from
clicking an item online to a package arriving at your door
is just one way we impact you every day. A thriving airport
means not only an air terminal that puts people on planes,
but it also means a thriving cargo campus that transports
goods and business within Winnipeg and beyond.
On the Horizon
Ensuring that we can continue to serve this community
and build on our strengths as an economic engine won’t happen on its own. Our success to this point and beyond has and
will continue because of WAA’s community-tailored strategy.

winnipegmetroregion.ca

Executing that plan means taking action, and that’s
exactly what we did when unveiling the construction
of our Ground Services Equipment (GSE) building.
Scheduled to open in Fall 2019, the $27 million multiuse building will give ground handling, commissary
and service companies a working area closer to the
terminal than where they are today. While this means
the partners we have on campus will get the services and
supplies they need that much more quickly, it also gives
us flexibility on our airport campus. This new construction will also allow for better utilization of our air cargo
area, providing valuable real estate in near proximity to
air cargo operators.
With the GSE facility being the first domino, our plan
allows us to build with our community for a brighter,
more flexible future. Seeing the fruits of the labour pay
off now and into the future will benefit the entire region.
The world is more and more connected every day.
For Winnipeg to contend on the global stage, Winnipeg
Richardson International Airport must have the infrastructure in place to lead transportation innovation and
growth. Keep your eyes on our campus as we evolve for
the future of the aviation industry and of course, for
connecting Winnipeg with the world.
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LIFE & LEISURE

Paddle your own canoe
Bloodvein River

Manigotagan River

Courtlyn Suszko

W

e live in such a fast-paced world that sometimes
it is necessary to Just. Slow. Down. One way I do
this is by canoeing. Not having the ability to turn
a key and get from point A to B ensures you will enjoy the
journey and the destination! Canoeing and camping allow us to disconnect from society and reconnect with our
roots. It can ground you and remind you how enjoyable it
is to just be in the moment. Waking up to waves splashing,
birds singing and the smell of adventure, oh and a slight
kink in your back because you most likely slept on a rock!
All kidding aside, I believe it is soulfully rewarding as
well as necessary to unplug and go off the grid at least one
weekend a year. If this sounds like something you would
be interested in, then please continue to read as I share my
“How To” adventure guide that you can use to plan your
next trip with all the tips required.
You don’t have access to a canoe or paddles? The Selkirk
Canoe Club (typically opens in the month of May) has you
covered! They offer numerous programs as well as canoe,
paddle and lifejacket rentals. You can also purchase a membership and paddle at your own pace all summer. Day tours,
as well as weekend trips, are also planned out by members
of the club that you can tag along on.
Manitoba offers endless canoe routes. A moderate one
for a weekend adventure is only 2 hours away! The Manigotagan. I personally just paddled it for the first time this
summer. The reason I chose to specifically write about the
Manigotogan is that it is a very narrow river, which means
you are less likely to get lost or veer off course. It is challenging as there is a current so depending on whether you start
up or downstream you can make it more or less difficult.
Lastly, it is important to reference the rapids. I am not
saying to go on your first ever canoe trip and whitewater
paddle through all the rapids! I simply mean it is breathtaking scenery to stop and admire. There are numerous
rapids to stop at, each one offering a portage route which
are very easy to spot. They are also not very intimidating
as the portages are a safe distance from the faster-moving
water. TIP: If you ever find yourself in fast-moving water
that makes you feel uncomfortable, just remember you are

safest with your paddle in the water rather than out. So just
keep on paddling and head to shore.
There are campsites (with room for 3-5 tents) along the
Manigotagan. However, we camped at the Montego Bay
Campground, as the Manigotagan was not the only route
we paddled that weekend. This is closer to Hollow Water
Reserve. Montego Bay was a fantastic family owned campground. It has a stunning beach and tons of character. There
are also showers to use. TIP: Bring quarters for the showers.
We launched right after the bridge on Provincial Road
304 (pictured left) the right side, you will see a sign with
the Manigotagan map. There is a gentleman who provides
canoe shuttles from one end to the other. He was very kind
and informed us the Manigotagan means “Bad Throat” either because of the sound of the water or because a moose
was shot in the neck. I have yet to confirm, however, if you
do see this gentleman on his quad do stop and chat with
him as he offers many interesting and historical facts of
the area. On the left side of the highway, there is a waterfall
pictured above.
Things you will need:
r-JGF+BDLFU
r1BEEMFTBMXBZTBOFYUSBQBEEMF
rǔSPXCBH CBJMFS XIJTUMF
r%SZCBH
r-PUTPGXBUFS
r 5FOU  JG ZPV BSF MJLF NZ HBM QBM "NZ BOE * XIP BSF
bubbly, fun, fly by the moment, adventure enthusiasts
who think we have it all together, are camping superstars
and could never mess up on planning for a camping trip…
then text your friend right now and triple confirm who is
bringing the tent.
r4MFFQJOHCBHQJMMPX
r$PPLXBSFQBOT VUFOTJMT QMBUFT BOETQBUVMBT
r$PPLTUPWFNBUDIFT
r$PPMFSGPSGPPETNBMMDPPMFSGPSDBOPFJOHQPSUBHJOH
r'JSTUBJELJU
r(BSCBHFCBHT
r.FBM1MBOOJOH'PSB$BOPF5SJQ
My camping tradition is to have a steak dinner my first
night. I pre-marinate and bag my steaks, pre-cook bacon
wrapped asparagus and typically pair this with potatoes.

Lake
Winnipeg
Gimli
Winnipeg River
Winnipeg Beach

Breakfasts: I buy the carton of egg whites. This is amazing because it takes up less space than a carton of eggs and
no broken eggs in your cooler! I cook the egg whites with
bacon or sausage, one egg white carton can last two people
at least 2-3 breakfasts.
Lunches: My go-to for lunches is wraps. I also bring
granola bars, peanuts, jerky, and pepperoni.
Dinner: I will use the rest of my potatoes from the first
night, and I buy the prepackaged and marinated pork/
chicken kabobs.
Manitoba offers endless routes. There is no right and
wrong when it comes to planning for a trip just keep in
mind, pack light when you have portages. Always leave
things better than you found them. Keep your paddle in
the water in fast-moving water. Be safe, try to travel with
at least one other canoe and have fun while enjoying all of
the nature our province has to offer.
Courtlyn Suszko is an avid outdoorswoman who grew
up in rural Manitoba just a cast away from the Red River
on Netley Creek in Petersfield which has provided her years
of experience fishing the Red River, Lake Winnipeg and surrounding areas. Her affinity for the outdoors has sparked
another passion: sharing her experiences with others
through seminars and also teaching young girls to fish with
the Hooked on Fishing program held every Wednesday at
Chesleys Resort.

Hooked on Fishing 2018
Courtlyn Suszko

H

ooked on Fishing is a fishing program for girls age 6-12 to learn the
basics of fishing. Every week we
start with a lesson, then spend the rest
of the class fishing. The girls learn things
like safe handling and releasing of fish,
Manitoba fishing rules and etiquette, lessons on how to use different lures and how
to target different species, how to fillet fish
and much more! One week the girls had
even painted their own jigs! Thank you to
all the volunteers and sponsors that make
this program possible!
r%BWJE0CJSFLǔF'JTIJOH+PVSOBM
r%BOOZ,MFJOTBTTFS%BOOZT8IPMF)PH
r#SPPLMZO%PUZ
r4IBOOPO#BZMVL#SFOU#BZMVL8PSME
of Water
r%BOOZT8IPMF)PH

Chloe McRae - 2nd year Hooked on
Fishing with a Master Channel Catﬁsh.

r"TIMFZ'JTIFS
r+FOO$IFZT
r34-
r%BO(PVMFU-PSSBJOF&OOT(PVMFU41*
International Transportation INC
r1MBZHSPVOET36T
r%JBOOF(SPDIPMTLJ5PUBM-PPL
r)FJHIUT"SDIFSZ
r"OESFB.PBS+JNNZ3FFMT

Puzzle answers
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EXPLORE

Easy Day Trips from Winnipeg
Set out on a day trip to explore sites in the Winnipeg Metropolitan Region.

Tricks and Treats

Autumn Glory

Head north to the RM of Rosser for some fabulous
fall fun. Visit Six Pines, a family-run farm that is a top
agri-tourist destination and favourite spooky spot.
Offering both kid-friendly activities by day and
terrifying adult-only attractions by night,
make a plan to visit Six Pines this October.

Follow Hwy 59 north to Birds Hill Provincial Park,
taking in some stunning fall scenery. Stop for a bite
to eat and to browse the unique items at the charming
Pineridge Hollow. Take a drive around the park or
hike or bike along the trails meandering through
the forests of oak and aspen.

Or scream for steam by hopping aboard the
Prairie Dog Central. Departing from Inkster Junction
on a vintage locomotive, you will enjoy the view
of the passing prairie on a themed journey before
a brief stopover at Gross Isle. Here, browse the
offerings at the Country Charm Market,
grab a bite to eat and enjoy the
local entertainment.

Continue your leisurely drive east to Immaculate
Conception Church of Cooks Creek. Admire the
impressive style of this multi-domed structure
of concrete and stucco brought to life through
bold colours, Ukrainian motifs and faux finishes
that echo grand European churches.

For more easy
day trip ideas, visit
travelmanitoba.com

Photo: Enviro Foto, Immaculate Conception Church of Cooks Creek
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